NORTH DAKOTA INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

DATE: MARCH 19, 2015       DAILY REPORT: 16771

PERMIT LIST

#30928  -  SINCLAIR OIL AND GAS COMPANY, NELSON  2-36H, NWNE 36-158N-91W, MOUNTRAIL CO., 230' FNL and 1695' FEL, DEVELOPMENT, KITTLESON SLOUGH, 'Tight Hole', 2338' Ground, API #33-061-03623

#30929  -  WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, TWO SHIELDS BUTTE 1-24-12-1H, NENE 24-149N-93W, DUNN CO., 295' FNL and 1168' FEL, DEVELOPMENT, MANDAREE, 20926', 9-625 inch , 2128' Ground, API #33-025-02891

#30930  -  WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, TWO SHIELDS BUTTE 1-24-12-1H3, NENE 24-149N-93W, DUNN CO., 325' FNL and 1166' FEL, DEVELOPMENT, MANDAREE, 21258', 9-625 inch , 2130' Ground, API #33-025-02892

#30931  -  WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, SKUNK CREEK 1-24-25-16H, NENE 24-149N-93W, DUNN CO., 355' FNL and 1164' FEL, DEVELOPMENT, MANDAREE, 20346', 9-625 inch , 2131' Ground, API #33-025-02893

#30932  -  WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, SKUNK CREEK 1-24-25-16H3, NENE 24-149N-93W, DUNN CO., 384' FNL and 1162' FEL, DEVELOPMENT, MANDAREE, 20326', 9-625 inch , 2132' Ground, API #33-025-02894

#30933  -  ARMSTRONG OPERATING, INC., PEDERSON 33-3, NWSE 3-160N-96W, DIVIDE CO., 1750' FSL and 1950' FEL, WILDCAT, HAMLET, 'Tight Hole', 2328' Ground, API #33-023-01340


#30935  -  WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, ROGGENBUCK 43-24-3H, NESE 24-153N-93W, MOUNTRAIL CO., 2153' FSL and 281' FEL, DEVELOPMENT, SANISH, 20353', 9-5/8 inch , 1955' Ground, API #33-061-03625


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

WELLReleased FROM “TIGHT HOLE” STATUS:
#25855  -  STATOIL OIL & GAS LP, SKARSTON 1-12 #3TFH, LOT2 1-152N-99W, MCKENZIE CO., BAKKEN
#27755  -  EOG RESOURCES, INC., PARSHALL 75-2127H, NWNE 21-152N-90W, MOUNTRAIL CO., 2100 bopd, 4540 bwpd - BAKKEN
#28673  -  WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, LYDIA 21-14-2PH, NENW 14-140N-99W, STARK CO., 765 bopd, 1008 bwpd - BAKKEN
#28885  -  ZAVANNA, LLC, GUST 2-11 3TFH, NWWN 2-153N-99W, WILLIAMS CO., BAKKEN
#29268  -  NEWFIELD PRODUCTION COMPANY, SAND CREEK FEDERAL 153-96-21-28-13HLW, NWWN 22-153N-96W, MCKENZIE CO., 1407 bopd, 541 bwpd - BAKKEN
#29364  -  ENDURO OPERATING, LLC, NSCU G-718-H1, NWWSE 6-161N-79W, BOTTINEAU CO., 57 bopd, 110 bwpd - SPEARFISH/CHARLES

PRODUCING WELL COMPLETED:
PRODUCER ABANDONED:
#10829 - DENBURY ONSHORE, LLC, ANDERSON 33 1NWSE 10-152N-101W, MCKENZIE CO.

CONFIDENTIAL WELL PLUGGED OR PRODUCING:
#20866 - HRC OPERATING, LLC, FORT BERTHOLD 148-95-23D-14-2H, SESE 23-148N-95W, DUNN CO.
#21607 - HUNT OIL COMPANY, HALLIDAY 2-19-18H, LOT4 19-146N-92W, DUNN CO.
#22554 - WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, TARPON FEDERAL 44-19-1RTF, SESE 19-153N-96W, MCKENZIE CO.
#22555 - WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, TARPON FEDERAL 44-19-2RTF, SESE 19-153N-96W, MCKENZIE CO.
#22556 - WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, TARPON FEDERAL 44-19-2RH, SESE 19-153N-96W, MCKENZIE CO.
#27125 - HRC OPERATING, LLC, FORT BERTHOLD 148-95-23D-14-6H, SESE 23-148N-95W, DUNN CO.
#27127 - HRC OPERATING, LLC, FORT BERTHOLD 148-95-23D-14-7H, SESE 23-148N-95W, DUNN CO.
#28751 - CONTINENTAL RESOURCES, INC., MIRAMAR 3-32H1, SESE 32-152N-102W, MCKENZIE CO.
#29269 - HUNT OIL COMPANY, SIOUX TRAIL 160-101-35-26H-1, SESW 35-160N-101W, DIVIDE CO.
#29290 - CONTINENTAL RESOURCES, INC., ANNAPOolis 6-29H1, SESE 20-155N-97W, WILLIAMS CO.
#29291 - CONTINENTAL RESOURCES, INC., ANNAPOolis 7-29H, SESE 20-155N-97W, WILLIAMS CO.